New Storyline:  "Once and Future"

Unity is at the front desk -- M needs his memory drum changed (he's reviewing the contents now, so is in sleep mode) and Tip and Sweetheart are fetching a fresh one from storage.  We may be able to include a quick strip while they're down there detailing Tip's increasing discomfiture with Sweetheart.  Anyway.  While Unity's at the desk, a client comes by and needs a document notarized.  Unity is unable to perform this task, as she is not a notary.  The client, unhappy, indicates his intention to be back in town in a week.  (Why can't he just find another notary?  Maybe NHS's have relatively few notaries they can even legally go to?)

Update: We made the client an icky severed-head zombie.  That gives it some obvious cartoon logic, hopefully people won't press too much harder than that.

Unity gets dressed down by Gavotte for failure to accomplish customer satisfaction.  When Tip and Sweetheart get back, Unity expresses her desire to get her notary commission.  One of the agents says that would be a good idea, but the other knows he harsh secret of Notarial Commission. (Fourteen deadly challenges plus a surety bond of $200.)  I don't know who's funnier in the role of "person who knows the dark secret of the notary commission", Sweetheart or Tip.  Tip is probably funnier, although this does start to become his "Dave Conspiracy" moment if so and I might go with Sweetheart just to avoid going down that particular road.

Update:  It's just as easy if *nobody* knows the terrible secret and Unity is just dropped headlong into danger.  That adds to the immediacy of the moment and the weirdness.  Thanks, Shaenon.

At any rate, point is, Unity is motivated because she doesn't want to get yelled at by Gavotte again, plus, maybe Unity just wants the buck-fifty she can legally charge for notarial acts.  Unity reveals her general ignorance of due process throughout.

Moustachio wakes up, having reviewed the drum, and is very upset because he finally realizes what horror he almost wrought during the Tin Soldier arc, giving us a chance to do the thing where Moustachio tries to tender his resignation.

Unity travels to Mountain Fastness 2271/B (Let's just call it the Thomas R. Fugill Federal Building) in a mountainous part of Idaho, which is a completely square and un-hip place full of mystical notaries and notaries-in-training, led by a tiny, spare, be-robed, woman known as the Abbess, who is totally capable of handing you your ass and then certifying in triplicate that you legally took possession of your own ass after she handed it to you, creating an unbroken chain of custody for your ass.  The Abbess has a secret funky past, which she abandoned to become square here at the Notary fortress.  Anheeeway, Unity is all geared up to do the deadly challenges, but before she can even start, Dr. Lee dramatically parachutes into the woods outside the fortress and meets Unity, who is outside the walls training for the Deadly Challenges by doing lots of wildernessy trainy stuff Like You Always See.  A-Sig has noticed a lot of heat blooms in Idaho and is probably under the impression that the Machine Union is plotting something, with that many robots all glommed together in one place.  (note: "heat blooms" for windup robots?  Best leave this vague.)  Lee was supposed to rendezvous with a local on-site team of agents and serve as their intelligence advisor and liaison to Central, but the agents are nowhere to be found -- in fact, the A-Sig agents have all been captured and made into love-slaves by TIGERLILY JONES, who is the real reason there's so much machine activity. (The A-Sig team has, for their own part, studiously avoided any attempt at escape under the circumstances.) Tigerlily has assembled an army of warlike robots and she intends to turn 2271/B into a super-fly unassailable lair of doom as her opening salvo in a bid for world domination, as 2271/B is uniquely defensible and is very hard to take by force.  Tigerlily besieges the place.

Though they can hold their own for a while, the fortress's only hope for true salvation is the legendary self-inking embossing stamp of Thomas Fugill, first American Notary (*see below), which is too heavy to pick up, even for Unity -- it's one of those relic-type things.  Lee is flustered by the religious relic, as it makes no sense to her that something can have variable mass based on the mindset of the observer, and probably has a number of pointed conversations with the Abbess about this fact.  Anyway.  It is said that only one who knows the ways of the birds of the air and the beasts of the land may take the seal.  This is where Dr. Lee's knowledge would come in, because if the bulk of the Unknown Classified Non-Blood Substance (that actually *is* Unity) can be collected and transferred to a different organism, her consciousness will follow.  The UCNBS uses whatever brain matter it has available to think with -- independently it can only have basic thoughts such as "lightsabers are great."  In a desperate move, they drain Unity's "blood" and inject it into many different animals so that Unity can learn their ways.  What she finds is that all animals are just as bureaucratic and depressing as humans are -- the majestic leopard insists on following strict parliamentary procedure, et cetera.  She returns after her exploits only to find that she still cannot lift the seal.  All seems lost, until Lee determines that she doesn't actually know the ways of her *own* species either -- Unity is totally ignorant of human legal (and, for that matter, social) conventions.  Dr. Lee is reluctant to give in to the thing that doesn't make sense, but decides that what the hell, we're all going to die anyway, so she engages in some intensive training on the nature of humanity and the human bureaucracy as T-Lily's forces besiege the walls.

UPDATE: This scene is 20 or 30% more awesome if Lee actually injects Unity into herself, then she can be an equal participant in the final battle.  She might even get to lesbian smooch the defeated Tigerlily.  Or maybe it's them trying to use their love mojo on each other -- would it be clear enough for them to do a Princess Bride -ish "I am not left-handed!" thing except with revealing their bisexuality?  That might be funny.

Lee, who has thrown a fit about the mystical nature of the seal, should have a paradigm shift here, where she realizes there is more to the world than her science once she experiences the power of the seal.

Anyway, once her training is done, and now possessing Lee, Unity can lift the seal.  Now armed with a legendary weapon (which, in practice, resembles a mystical energy-blade because of its ability to emboss with extreme prejudice at a range of four feet), she challenges T-Lily and her clockwork pimp stick to a one-on-one duel to decide the outcome of the battle -- whichever general wins, wins the war, that old chestnut.  They fight (Thankfully, T-Lily currently has her War Mojo on -- no one could resist her if she had her Love Mojo on) and Unity is about to be defeated when T-Lily is swarmed and overpowered by all the animals Unity has recently possessed, who all still contain a lot of Unity and are all *essentially* her now.  Unity gets to tell T-Lily that even one-on-one, she outnumbers her.  

T-Lily is recaptured and the army is disbanded.  The robots are actually kind of relieved at how funky they were being forced to act and would much rather be orderly and rule-goverened, like the Notary forces, and they all sign on to learn the secrets of Notaries Public from the mystic notaries at the mountain fastness.

At the end, Unity is back at the desk, the same client comes back, and she cheerfully notarizes the document.  The end.

* Thomas Fugill is the official first American notary to be referred to by that name -- he was commissioned on October 25, 1639 at the New Haven colony.  Technically the first person to hold the office of Notary was Steven Winthorpe, commissioned September 9 that same year at the Massachusetts Bay colony, but what info we have merely stated he was "chosen to record things", so I'm using Fugill -- it's a funner name to say, anyway.  Use only the year if possible as the date varies by record.  Middle initial unknown, I'm using "R" as he was "of the family of Sir Richard Darley at Buttercrambe".

Apparently he was disgraced, which is good for the story.  Per Edward Atwater's "History of New Haven Colony":

(he)… was appointed secretary of the jurisdiction. He wrote a neat, legible hand, and so far forth performed the work of his office well; but the town, becoming suspicious of the records, appointed a committee " to view all those orders which are of a lasting nature, and where they are defective, to mend them and then let them be read in the court that the court may confirm or alter them as they see cause." The summary thus prepared is on record in the book kept by Fugill. Meanwhile another committee was investigating the result of a false entry by means of which Fugill had possessed himself of fifty-two acres and thirteen rods in the second division of lands, "instead of twenty-four acres, his full proportion." When this committee reported, "some of the court and town propounded whether it were not requisite and necessary to choose another secretary, who might more faithfully enter and keep the town's records. The secretary confessed his unfitness for the place by reason of a low voice, a dull ear, and slow apprehensions. He was answered, the court had long taken notice of sundry miscarriages through weakness or neglect, yet in tender respect to himself and his family, they had continued him in the place (though with trouble to others); a review of orders, before these offences brake out, being upon that consideration thought necessary and ordered. But upon this discovery of unfaithfulness and falsifying of orders and records, they were called to lay aside those private respects for the public safety. By the court, therefore he was presently put out of his office of secretary for this plantation." Unable to sustain himself under the weight of this punishment and of the censure of the church which followed it, he sold his estate, left the town, and probably returned to England. 


IS THIS STORYLINE TOO LONG?!?

